Quail Hollow Elementary  
School Community Council Meeting Minutes  
January 16, 2020  
Location: Quail Hollow Elementary Meeting Room  
7:50 A.M.-8:42 A.M.  
Members present: Mr. DeMill, Mrs. Decker, Cherie Sadowski, Ashley Anderson, Gaetana Gummaudo, Sarah Allred, Dea Theodore

1. Welcome

2. Approval of minutes. Approved.

3. Emergency Drill  
   • February drill is shelter in place.

4. SNAP/Student Neighborhood Access Plan/ Safe Walking Route  
   • Mr. DeMill showed us the map of the routes. We received a text description of routes. Council confirms that routes are safe.  
   • Signs missing on East side of building? No, probably not. Signs are moving traffic flow better.  
   • Kindergarten drop off is going well.

5. School Profession Development  
   • PD for reading-structured, Classroom discussion-back and forth dialogue. Class circles.  
   • Circle up cards used for classroom discussion. Teacher does not comment back or engage in conversation.  
   • Each student gets a turn to talk, gives an idea of how kids are feeling or what they might be experiencing.  
   • Circle builds connections, allows kids to be open, sheds light to problems kids might face, gives kids a moment to be heard.  
   • PD-ACES (Adverse Child Effects Study)-understand trauma in kids and how to respond  
   • Restorative practices  
   • Circles  
   • Second Step (school wide social skills lesson)  
   • Benefit is good, circles take up approx. 20-30 min.

6. Other Items-none

7. Next Meeting, February 13th, 2020  
   • Adjourned 8:42 A.M.